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Abstract-- In the year 2007, South Africa experienced high
demands of electricity power than that could have been
generated. Due to greater demand than the generation, the
country experienced planned and unplanned load shedding.
Hence the commercial operations, industrialization country’s
economy and mostly people’s life styles were highly affected. The
unplanned load growth, indiscriminate integration of distributed
generation by consumers and power companies and faults on the
system has resulted in poor power quality problems such as
voltage dip among others. At the present time distributed
generation (DG) has been experiencing a rapid development in a
global scale. The size of hydroelectric plant and wind farms are
increasing quickly and a large amount of renewable distributed
generation is integrated into the grid daily. This paper presents
the modeling and simulation of schemes with wind energy
conversion systems (WECS) and hydroelectric plant (HP) for
mitigation of multiple voltage dips within a short period of time
on power system. The schemes are simulated using DIgSILENT
Power Factory and the applicability of the WECS and HP as
regard to mitigating multiple voltage dips are evaluated and
compared within a short duration and from different fault
locations.
Index Terms-- distributed generation, hydroelectric plant,
weak grid, wind energy conversion systems, voltage dips.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important infrastructures in any country is
energy. This has become a basic need for man to live. As the
population over the years have increased, and the demands for
electricity have grown, utilities around the world, face the
problem of electrification and delivery of reliable and quality
electricity.
Due to various pressures such as regulatory bodies, cost of
constructing large power plants, environmental impact issues,
competitive markets, and the concept of centralized generation
is becoming more difficult to implement[1], [2]. As a result of
these, there is a strong need for cleaner renewable energy
sources. Distributed generation (DG) is one of the new
technologies that are bracing electrical networks around the
world. In United Kingdom there is a set goal to raise the
generation of electricity from renewable resources up to 15%
in 2020 and the United States (US) has planed that 22% of
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new installed generation capacity should be from distributed
generation by the year 2020 [3].The United States is expected
to provide 20% of nation’s electricity only from wind energy
by 2030 [4]. Also in Japan, projection of the electricity
substitution by renewable energy in 2050 would be 10 % for
wind power, 18 % for solar energy, 14 % for biomass, 10 %
for geothermal heat and 14 % for hydraulic power [5].
In the African context, especially in South Africa, many
low income households make use of traditional forms of
energy such as animal dung, paraffin, wood and coal to meet
their daily energy needs despite the fact that abundant natural
resources of cleaner energy available. For example, solar
energy is abundantly available especially in the north western
part of South Africa where some of the best solar irradiation in
the world can be found. Besides, the wind energy in the
northern, Eastern and Western Cape provinces has the
potential to generate a number of Gigawatts (GW).
The number of renewable energy projects in South Africa
is still extremely limited given the abundant resources
available and the profile that the renewable energy as a source
of clean energy is receiving worldwide. The main reason for
this is that, as a developing country, South Africa has been
focusing on cheap energy from fossil fuels, in particular
electricity from coal-fired power stations leading to very high
emission levels. Total dependence on this is not advisable for
a developing nation. There is a need to diversify the energy
sources to renewable energy such as wind, solar and small
hydro power for sustainable energy development. This will
reduce the effect of green house gas produced from burning
fossil fuel that is manifesting more and more and subjecting
the environment to global threat. When these renewable
energies are implemented as Distributed Generation (DG) it is
expected to play an important role in the operation of power
network.
In a normal, healthy power network, the power generated
must be equal to the load demand at any particular point of
time. Any reactive power imbalance in the system disturbs the
voltage at the load points and the voltage profiles along the
network. This imbalance or sudden change causes unexpected
drop in the voltage in a power network and is known as
voltage dip. This paper is set out to model the wind energy
conversion systems and hydroelectric plant and investigate
their response individually and combined to mitigate multiple
voltage dips within a short period of time on power system. It
also assesses, compares similarities and differences of these
two deference types of distributed generators.
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II. DEFIINITION OF VOLLTAGE DIP PHEENOMENA
Voltage dip has been a bu
urning technical issue in So
outh
Affrican weak po
ower grid in the
t past few years
y
resulting
g in
pooor power qu
uality and staability. In reccent times maany
inddustries and otther consumerss of electric po
ower have lostt so
muuch revenue due
d to this diffficult situation
n. Weak grids are
usuually found in
n most remotee places wheree the feeders are
lonng and operatted at a mediu
um voltage lev
vel. The gridss in
theese places are usually desig
gned for relativ
vely small loaads.
W
When the design
n load is exceeeded the volttage level will be
beelow the allow
wed minimum voltage which
h leads to volttage
dipp in many casees.

Vthr

Vdip

Today a larg
ge number of customers
c
and power produccers
coomplain about the power quality problemss especially th
hose
cauused due to voltage
v
dips which
w
has been
n regarded as the
moost costly pow
wer quality pro
oblem. Each year in the Uniited
Staates voltage dips
d
and interrruptions cause major econom
mic
daamage and is esstimated to be between U.S. $ 104 billion and
a
U.S. $ 164 billion [6].
Voltage dip is a reduction
n in voltage magnitude below
wa
dipp magnitude th
hreshold with duration typiccally from seveeral
cyycles to severaal seconds [7]. It is also deffined as a sudd
den
short duration reeduction of thee voltage at th
he point of sup
pply
(noominal system
m voltage) to a value betweeen the rangess of
100% to 90% of nominal
n
voltag
ge magnitude and
a with durattion
froom 10 ms up
p to one min
nute. It migh
ht originate frrom
sw
witching of motors, generatorrs, arc furnacess, transformerss or
froom short cirrcuits faults in power trransmission and
a
disstribution systeem [8]. A voltage dip is characterized by
y its
maagnitude and duration.
d
In mo
ost cases, fault types, source and
a
fauult impedancees define the dip magnitud
de, whereas faault
cleearing time deffines the dip du
uration.
An example of a typical vo
oltage dip is sh
hown in Fig 1aa. It
coommences wheen the declarred voltage drops
d
to a low
wer
vooltage than the threshold voltage Vthr (0.9 p.u. or 90 %.)) at
tim
me T1, it contin
nues up to T2 at which the voltage recovers to
a vvalue over the threshold valu
ue. The magnitu
ude of the volttage
dipp is Vdip and itss duration is T2
2-T1 [9].
The harmfull effects of vo
oltage dip hav
ve caused serious
prooblems for pow
wer quality-sen
nsitive loads such
s
as adjustaable
speed drives, process con
ntrol equipm
ment, computers,
paarticularly in situations
s
wherre delicate ind
dustrial processses
deemand a high quality
q
voltage supply.
Many consu
umers have been using theirr own gadgetss to
solve the problem
m of voltage dips
d
at their ow
wn premises. But
B
thiis do not reallly solve the problem comp
pletely especiaally
whhen there is a dip
d less than th
he gadget ratin
ng. At a very low
l
vooltage, voltagee dip mitigatio
on equipment such as voltage
staabilizer can be used to deal with
w voltage dip
p. In this case,, no
ennergy storage mechanism
m
is required. The automatic
a
volttage
staabilizers rely on
o generating full voltage frrom the availaable
ennergy supply at
a reduced vo
oltage during the
t dip. A few
f
or
exxamples inclu
ude, electro-m
mechanical, ferro-resonant
f
coonstant voltage transformer (C
CVT), electron
nic step regulattors
etcc. [10].

Time (sec)
Fig 1a: V
Voltage dip (Courttesy: Ref [9])

In solviing the probleem of voltage dips and for keeping the
voltage at its nominal value during tthe dip on the ttransmission
and disttribution poweer network, sevveral methods or schemes
have beeen proposed bby various ressearchers. Maany of these
schemess utilize DG
G for improvving the pow
wer quality,
especiallly for mitigatting voltage ddip problems. Some DG
schemess include seriess compensationn and transfer to microgrid
operatioon during dips reported by K
K.J.P. Macken eet al. [8] and
applicattion of connverter-based DG, synchrronous and
asynchrronous generatoors suggested bby B. Renders et al. [11].

IIII. D EFINITION
N OF D ISTRIBU
UTED G ENERAT
TION
In reecent times thee penetration oof wind energyy conversion
systemss (WECS) andd hydroelectric plants (HP) iinto the grid
for cleaan energy genneration is siggnificantly inccreasing and
consequuently their im
mpact on gridd operation arre becoming
more annd more imporrtant. Power electronic inteerfaced wind
generatoors connected to the grid caan inject harm
monic current
which m
might deterioraate the power qquality of the poower system
networkk [12]. It is weell known that most wind gennerators also
contribuute to voltagee disturbance on the gridd, especially
voltage dip. On the ccontrary distribbuted wind gennerators and
when properly iintegrated can also be used
hydroeleectric plants w
to mitiggate voltage dipps in a power nnetwork.
Moost countries off the world havve been trying tto reduce the
carbon dioxide emisssions and ggenerate electrrical power
throughh the use of reenewable DG ssuch as WECS
S, HP, solar
photovooltaic, etc. In technical liteerature, the tterm DG is
synonym
mous with onn-site generatiion, dispersed generation,
embeddded generationn or decentraalized generatiion, and is
generallly defined ass any generattion which iss connected
directly into the disstribution netw
work, as oppoosed to the
transmisssion network.. It makes use of small-scalee low carbon

